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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Editorial Team

Please find attachet our revised manuscript; please contact me anytime for further corrections!

Your abstract must be structured into the following sections: Background, Methods and design, Discussion, Trial registration.

--> ok

Please change Contributors --> Authors' contributions, Acknowledgement --> Acknowledgements, Competing Interest --> Competing interests, REFERENCES --> References and FIGURE AND TABLES LEGENDS --> Figure legends.
Please then add the heading 'Tables' just prior to your Tables.

--> ok

Please remove all underlining in the manuscript text - I noticed it in particular in your figure legends section.
The submission system has only extracted 9 of your 38 references. Please rectify this, making sure that you have mentioned each reference in numerically consecutive order and that you don't group too many references together (e.g. [10-20] might be too large a group for the system).

We used Endnote software, the newest version (Endnote X) for the references; three references were added manually because they are not listed (Ref 15, 21, 23)

Thank you very much for your efforts,

Kind regards

Philipp Schuetz